<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>HTEM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>QTY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1  | HYDROULIC FLASK PRESS | -CAPACITY 3 FLASK  
- BENCH TYPE  
- PRESS PLATE  
DIAMETER 125 MM  
VERTICAL CLEARENCE 220 MM  
-POWER 50KN APPROX  
CORRISON RESISTANT | 2 |
| 2  | AVERAGE ARTICULATOR | METAL TYPE  
- LATERAL & PROSTRUSIVE  
MOVEMENT  
- 180 DEGREE OPINING  
- WITH APPROX 4 STEELSTEEL  
MOUNTING PLATE | 20 |
| 3  | DISK FOE TRIMMER WASSERMAN HSS88 | | 1 SET |
| 4  | SAW | - FOR DENTAL USE  
- USED FOR SPLIT MODELS  
- APPROX LENGTH 25 CM  
- WODWEN HANDEL  
- WITH 6 SPARE BLADE | 15 |
| 5  | SUCTION | - A large capacity dust bi  
- featuring a hepa filter.  
- a long cord.  
- ideal vacuum for the laboratory.  
- has a telescopic tube, a brush and crevice tool. | 8 |
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 6 | SAND PLASTING M/C | -HIGH PRECICION FINE BLASTING  
-FITTED WITH 1-4 BLASTING MODULER  
-THREE DIFERENT NOZZEL 28-100 MICRON  
-UP TO SIX TYPE OF BLASTING MATERIAL  
-MICROPROCEESOR CONTROLLED  
-LED DISPLAY OF BLASTING AMMOUNT  
-LARGE PLASTING CONTEANER  
-CAN BE CONNECTED TO ECTRraction SYSTEM |
| 7 | PORCELAIN FURNASE | 1 |
| 8 | LABORATORY MICROMOTOR | -HIGH QUALITY MOTOR &HAND PIEC  
-KNEE MOTOR H/P  
-PROGRAMMABEL THROUGH SPEED PRESS BUTTON  
-PRE SELECTABEL SPEED  
-BULT IN SAFTY LIMITE SWITCH  
-SPEED (1000-50000)  
-CLOCK &CLOCKWISE DIRECTION  
-EQUIPPED WITH HEAVY, DURABELL LAB MICROMOTOR HANDE PIEC CHUK DIAMETER 2.35 MM  
-APPROX TOURQE 7-8 NCM | 20 |